4 of 31 involved. In a totalitarian society, law may be used to alter previously accepted societal behavior to conform with the reigning political ideology. If a state mechanism of enforcement exists, such as a state police force, the law may effectively reshape behavior by instilling in individuals a fear of reprisal for non-compliance.
14 This technique was effectively utilized by the former Soviet Union; currently, it is effectively utilized by countries such as Iraq.
Nazi Germany is one historical example of how the legal system can be used to alter societal behavior to reflect the State's ideology. Prior to the existence of the Nazi regime, Jews lived as citizens of Germany and were integrated into many aspects of German society. 15 The Nazi government altered this arrangement. They used the law to disfranchise Jews 16 by creating a legal definition of who was a Jew. 17 They then used the law to deprive those defined as Jews of their property ownership. 18 Ultimately, for approximately six million Jews, the Nazi government went much further and deprived them of the basic human right to live. 19 In this way the law was a flagrant vehicle for changing the norms of German society and legitimizing conduct that was legally and morally unacceptable prior to the Nazi rise to power.
By contrast, in a democratic society, such as the United States, the law is primarily utilized to codify the collective morality and norms of the society at large. In certain circumstances, however, the law is utilized to alter societal behavior to achieve results that reflect a larger good. For example, the federal government used civil rights laws to erode racial discrimination. 20 Another example is the Vermont Supreme Court's radical modification of the common law of residential leaseholds. 21 The court created an unprecedented warranty of habitability for residential leases which requires the lessor to maintain the leasehold property so the premises "are safe, clean and fit for human habitation." 22 The doctrine is an implied term of every residential lease that may not be bargained away by the parties under any circumstances. Furthermore, breach of the warranty entitles the tenant to a panoply of remedies. Remedies may include termination of the tenant's obligation to pay rent without having to relinquish possession of the premises, or contract remedies, including compensatory damages, damages for annoyance and discomfort, and punitive damages. 23 Unlike typical remedies, however, the court-created remedies make it difficult for a lessor to predict the economic results of failing to fulfill her obligations as lessor. Additionally, the ability of the tenant to remain on the defective premises without paying rent creates an incentive for the landlord to repair the premises. The court's decision is designed to reform the behavior of landlords who rent to low-income persons. This decision was a departure from the typical compensatory remedy designed to make an aggrieved party whole. Therefore, unlike a typical judicial determination which is designed to resolve a dispute between specific parties, the Vermont Supreme Court altered the way all residential landlords were required to conduct business in the future.
In the United States, societal response to judicial decisions is often an indicator of whether the law simply codifies existing collective societal morality or is really an attempt to alter such collective morality. To put it another way, societal response can be viewed as a litmus test of whether the law merely reflects societal views or is an attempt to alter such views.
Early federal court decisions that attempted to end racial discrimination were not widely embraced either by all members of the public or by all state governmental agencies. 24 In Alabama, court-ordered integration of educational facilities required the deployment of federal agents to keep the peace. The news reports at the time showed the governor of Alabama, George Wallace, standing in the doorway of the University of 5 of 31 are more easily enforceable without extraordinary measures.
B. The Controlling Nature of Underlying Policy Considerations in Shaping the Law
Legal decision making can appear to turn on the application of rules which have evolved over time to reflect societal values, viewpoints, and underlying policy concerns. Such rules are accepted as law and seem to require only an application of the law to the facts at hand. For example, agreements must be supported by consideration to be enforceable; 27 transfers of real property and certain personal property must be in writing to be enforceable; 28 and the benefits of limited liability are only available to a business operating as a corporation if its articles of incorporation are properly filed with the appropriate state agency. 29 Nevertheless, such rules of law, like almost all rules of law, are merely conclusions. Case law exists where courts have failed to apply the above rules of law. 30 Whether a court will apply a rule of law is reflected in the conclusion reached after policy considerations are weighed and balanced against one another.
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Additionally, facts that necessarily differ between disputes can cause policy considerations to weigh more or less heavily on the scale. 32 As a result, courts sometimes appear to reach contradictory results. But, in fact, the law is typically not contradictory or inconsistent. Such differing decisions merely represent a different balance struck due to different surrounding facts and circumstances. 33 Two early cases involving ownership rights of wild animals help to illustrate this point. In Pierson v. Post, 34 a classic legal decision taught to almost all American first-year law students, the court rejected prevailing custom to arrive at a legal decision. Pierson involved a hunter in hot pursuit of a wild fox. Just as the hunter was closing in on the fox, an interloper killed the fox and carried it off. The court was asked to decide whether the hunter or the interloper owned the fox. The custom in the region at the time was that the party in hot pursuit had rights superior to those of the interloper. 35 Nevertheless, the court rejected this custom and awarded the fox to the interloper. Conversely, in the second case, the court, in Ghen v. Rich 36 accepted the prevailing local custom as the basis for its decision. In Ghen, a commercial whaler pursued and killed a whale, which later sunk and washed up on shore, where it was claimed by another person. The commercial whaler and the finder both claimed ownership of the whale. Bowing to local custom, the court awarded ownership to the whaler.
On the surface, Pierson and Ghen seem inconsistent with regard to the controlling nature of custom on a legal determination. The different factual circumstances of each case, however, provide support for the different results. In Ghen, the custom was related to the commercial whaling business, which was a significant part of the local economy. The court was legitimately concerned that ignoring local custom could potentially destroy the local whaling industry and cause dire economic consequences. 37 In contrast, Pierson involved sport only; therefore, unlike in Ghen, the decision was not likely to have any significant economic consequences. Likewise, the absence of any concern about a negative economic impact on society enabled the court in Pierson to focus on the need for predictability in the law, which is necessary to limit litigation. The court adopted a bright line test--the first party to gain possession of a wild animal earned ownership rights in that animal. Consequently, Pierson and Ghen, rather than being inconsistent, represent the different weight given to different underlying policies as a result of the particular factual circumstances surrounding each dispute.
Geographically distinct regions of the country may also place different levels of importance on different social policies based on the ethnic history of the area. For example, recent legislation in Hawaii allows a tenancy-by-the-entirety property interest to be created among same-sex couples. 38 Historically, a tenancy-by-the-entirety, both at common law and in states other than Hawaii, could only be created between traditional male-female married couples. 39 Fearing that Hawaii would go on to legalize same-sex marriage, Geographical distinctions throughout the United States understandably result in varying balances between private property rights and the need to limit such rights for the public benefit. For example, in sparsely populated regions of the country, individuals believe strongly in private property rights. They often see limited necessity for government regulation of their property usage. In contrast, in crowded urban centers and the surrounding suburban areas individuals often view property restrictions as both desirable and necessary. The market value of residential property is usually enhanced in suburban areas if property rights of landowners are restricted. Use restrictions are often found in city or township zoning laws. Additionally, residential developers often convey fee simple interests subject to real covenants that significantly limit the rights of property owners. 44 Such real covenants often impose more restrictions on land use than the applicable zoning law. 45 Zoning laws, however, can be altered via the political process, whereas covenants are typically immune from the political process. Once created, real covenants are real property interests which are difficult to eliminate absent approval of all the owners of property subject to the covenants. 46 The desire to use property freely is often in direct conflict with the desire to control and regulate the use of small residential lots that are in close proximity to one another. Nonetheless, most Americans continue to view private property rights as sacred. In sparsely populated regions of the country, property owners are likely to reject governmental regulation of what an owner is entitled to do with her property. This view is also shared by property owners in urban and suburban areas. However, in urban and suburban areas where population density is high, incompatible property uses are likely to have a significant detrimental effect on nearby property owners. Also, real property in such areas is often divided up into small contiguous plots. This exacerbates the effect of incompatible property use on other owners. Consequently, urban and suburban property owners often want restrictions on property rights to preserve their own desired use and enjoyment of their property.
Changing societal norms, technological innovation, and alterations in societal power structures may affect the balancing of competing policies. 47 Such developments can result in changes to the relative importance assigned to underlying considerations. Additionally, new considerations, not previously relevant, could develop.
Historically, the collective society of the United States did not generally embrace equal rights for all persons. Consequently, the founding fathers utilized the law, through the Constitution, to codify this societal view. Important rights pertaining to personal liberty were granted only to some privileged members of society. For example, the Constitution was used to legitimize depriving certain persons, specifically African-Americans, of their rights. 48 Likewise, the law historically deprived women and Native Americans of many rights typically enjoyed by others in the United States. 49 During World War II, the law deprived American citizens of Japanese descent of their liberty. 50 The law has even been relied on to deprive citizens of their liberty because they contracted a disease that frightened the public. 51 Today, modern societal views embrace equal rights for all members of society, although the definition of the scope of those rights remains contested in the courts. Therefore, these new societal norms have been codified in the law through a variety of methods which include amending the Constitution 52 and judicial rejection of discrimination based on race. 53 The human factor must also be considered. Decision makers place greater or lesser weight on different underlying policies based on the perceived importance that the decision makers attribute to such policies.
7 of 31 Often the language used by the decision maker signifies which underlying policy is dominant. 54 For example, a judge who views the issuance of a patent as a grant of a "monopoly" signifies that he places great importance on viewing monopolies as improper interferences with free competition. 55 Such a view tends to result in patent invalidity. 56 In contrast, a patent grant may be viewed as a "property interest" which reflects a view that embodiments of useful ideas are just as valuable as tangible personal property and real property. 57 Ownership of real property and tangible personal property confers on the owner exclusive rights of control over the property. Nevertheless, the exercise of such exclusive ownership rights is not viewed as engaging in unfair competition that interferes with a freely competitive marketplace. 58 Hence, such a view of a patent tends to lead to strict enforcement of patent rights.
The protection of ideas under state common law often turns on whether a court views such protection as a function of property or contract law. If freedom of contract is the dominant underlying policy, a court may allow a breach of contract action if a person's idea is utilized in violation of a contractual agreement not to use it. 59 If ideas are viewed as property, however, such a contract action is typically denied unless it can be shown that the idea in question is novel and in a concrete or sufficiently developed final form that renders it useful. 60 Under this rationale, the idea cannot be the subject of a contract action if the idea is in the public domain. 61 The right to control something and exclude others from using it is a typical attribute of property. 62 Therefore, an idea in the public domain will cause the contract to fail for lack of consideration. 63 This property notion is also part of a tort action for misappropriation of an idea. Such an action requires that the idea must be novel and in a concrete or sufficiently developed final form that renders it useful. 64 Typically, when a court relies on a property rationale it is signaling that an action for unauthorized use of the idea will fail.
65

C. Universal Underlying Policies: Equity and Predictability
Certain underlying policies are universal in their application in the legal system. 66 The ultimate goal in conflict resolution is to reach just or equitable results when disputes arise among members of society. A civilized society wants to discourage self-help and the attendant physical violence that often results from disputing parties being left to resolve their own disputes. 67 A judicial tribunal acts as a neutral party that can reach an unimpassioned decision that resolves the dispute. Despite this laudable goal, a system organized solely around a desire to produce equitable resolutions between disputing parties has certain consequences for society as a whole. First, the system would tend to produce unpredictable results. Every dispute involves unique facts and a unique cast of parties. Therefore, it would be difficult to predict an outcome in a given dispute based on the resolutions of prior disputes between other parties. This unpredictability would have significant societal costs. Individuals and especially commercial enterprises would have difficulty adjusting their behavior to comport with the existing state of the law in order to avoid becoming embroiled in legal disputes. The resulting increase in disputes would only further strain an already overburdened legal system. In light of this unpredictability, our legal system has evolved a structural framework of rules that govern relations among individuals and between individuals and the State. These rules have slowly evolved over time by the step-by-step application of common law principles to individual disputes until rigid black-letter rules have been created. 68 The resulting rules are either contained in the common law of the state, when they are based solely on the cumulative wisdom of judicial decisions, or they are contained in legislative enactments that often represent the codification of common law principles or ideas. 69 The law has reacted differently to specific types of conduct. Modern jurisprudence has developed distinct bodies or categories of law that are associated with these different types of conduct. A review of the first-year course offerings of an American law school provides an overview of these categories--civil procedure,
8 of 31 contract law, tort law, property law, and criminal law. In many respects, this "categorization" of the law can be viewed as an outgrowth of the underlying policy of the law that favors uniformity and predictability. Civil procedure regulates access to and behavior within the judicial system. 70 Contract law regulates the behavior of parties who have voluntarily entered into agreements to do or to refrain from doing something.
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Tort and criminal law set standards of conduct which are binding upon members of society. Tort law provides a means for parties injured by the conduct of fellow members of society to bring an action against the injuring party to personally compensate the injured party. Criminal law is analogous to tort law and often provides parallel actions. Criminal law, however, views certain types of conduct as an affront to society. Therefore, society, through the government, is granted the right to bring an action against the individual who violates society's code of conduct. It is also granted the right to impose penalties and punishment on persons who violate the code of conduct. 72 Property law regulates the relationship between members of society and things. Despite this simplified overview of the categories of law, overlaps often exist between various categories. For example, property law may govern the ownership rights in real property, but contract law may be relevant to an agreement by the real property owner to sell realty to a buyer. Additionally, tort law could apply in a situation involving a third party who interferes with the agreement and causes the buyer to "back out" of the agreement. 73 Finally, tort and criminal law could be applicable if the seller intentionally makes material misrepresentations about the property.
Predictability would be greatly enhanced if disputes were resolved by merely applying rigid black-letter rules. Once a party determines which rule applies to a specific behavior, the consequences of that behavior can be evaluated. The party can then either modify her behavior or take steps to minimize the consequences of the behavior. In either case, the person can rationally plan for the risks that accompany certain behavior. Unfortunately, such predictability, although beneficial to society as a whole, may not always produce the most equitable result in a specific dispute. As previously stated, every dispute is unique and cannot be easily placed into a specific legal category where a black-letter rule controls. Hence, strict application of established legal rules may produce inequitable results between particular disputing parties.
The law, in an attempt to serve both its goals of equitably resolving specific disputes and producing consistent precedents, is difficult to apply because these goals are inherently in conflict. This dilemma has created a bi-polar foundation underlying virtually all aspects of dispute resolution in the American legal system. This bi-polar foundation is best represented by a continuum. At one end of the continuum is resolution of a dispute that is equitable to the parties. At the other end is a resolution that is consistent with existing precedents to insure uniformity in the law so that the legal decision is predictable. A specific dispute must be evaluated to determine where on the bi-polar continuum it falls and whether equity or uniformity should be the controlling policy. 74 The bi-polar continuum is exemplified by the simultaneous existence of both rigid black-letter rules and established equitable doctrines. For example, contract law specifically requires that an agreement can only be enforceable if the requirements of offer, acceptance, and consideration exist between the parties to the agreement. 75 Rigid application of these requirements provides predictable results that encourage parties to comply with these requirements when entering into commercial transactions. Nevertheless, in some situations rigid adherence to these requirements may produce inequitable consequences. As a result, when one party reasonably relies to her detriment upon the promise of another party, the promise will often be made enforceable despite a lack of consideration. This exception, called "promissory estoppel," is memorialized in the Restatement (Second) of Contracts. 76 The mirror-image rule is another common law contract rule that promotes predictability. The mirror-image rule requires the terms of a valid acceptance to be identical to the terms in the offer. This rule minimizes 9 of 31 disputes over the terms of the resulting bargain.
77 Nevertheless, such a rule is inequitable in most commercial transactions among merchants who rely on an exchange of pre-printed form documents that rarely contain identical terms. 78 Consequently, with regard to transactions in the sale of goods, Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code has replaced the mirror-image rule with a more equitable rule that allows a contract to be created by an exchange of different pre-printed forms. 79 Agency law provides that a principal is bound only by actions of her agent if the agent has acted on behalf of the principal, provided the agent has the authority to act on behalf of the principal. 80 If the agent acts without authority, the agent is personally liable. 81 These rules are necessary to enable business to be conducted by agents. Absent such limitations, it would be unwise to employ an agent because of the unknown potential liabilities for the principal. Despite the necessity for and the logic of the authority requirement, situations arise when it would be inequitable for a principal to avoid liability because authority is lacking. To avoid such unfair results courts have developed the doctrine of "ostensible" authority which can be used as a legal fiction to create authority when it is absent.
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Limited partnerships and corporations are statutory business entities which can only be created by compliance with appropriate statutory formalities. Typically, a certificate of limited partnership or a certificate of incorporation must be filed with a state agency before the limited partnership or the corporation comes into existence. 83 Some courts have rigidly applied this requirement in an effort to insure compliance with statutory formalities. 84 Other courts have recognized that this rule can sometimes result in unfair consequences. This inconsistency prompted the development of the doctrines of "defacto incorporation" 85 and "corporation by estoppel." 86 These doctrines bar asserting the lack of existence of a corporation or limited partnership in an effort to avoid inequitable consequences. 87 The use of black-letter rules of law and equitable doctrines to avoid the effect of such rules in certain circumstances is not limited to the above examples. This pattern is repeated in virtually every area of law. Although the equitable doctrines are viewed as exceptions to the rule of law, courts often refer to them as "estoppel" doctrines. Nevertheless, this common framework of rules of law, which coexists with estoppel doctrines, exemplifies the existence of both equity and predictability as universal underlying polices of the law. barring a cause of action after the statutory period. In certain instances, this Court has ruled that the literal language of a statute of limitations should yield to other considerations.
To avoid harsh results from the mechanical application of the statute, the courts have developed a concept known as the discovery rule. The discovery rule provides that, in an appropriate case, a cause of action will not accrue until the injured party discovers, or by exercise of reasonable diligence and intelligence should have discovered, facts which form the basis of a cause of action. The rule is essentially a principle of equity, the purpose of which is to mitigate unjust results that otherwise might flow from strict adherence to a rule of law.
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D. Other Underlying Policies
In addition to the policies of equity and uniformity, other underlying policies exist in every area of the law. For example, the American common law system is designed to take into account new situations, innovations, and societal norms. 93 These factors tend to be in opposition to the policy of predictability. Predictability, which is exemplified by strict application of rules of law, often limits the law's ability to respond to changes in society since it favors the status quo. Moreover, focusing on uniformity trivializes the law and actually undermines its long-term predictive value. This approach to the law is evidenced by the rush to create new statutory law to deal with factual situations that arise out of societal and technological changes. The result of this process is the creation of new bodies of law which lack the benefit of judicial wisdom spread over long periods of time in a myriad of judicial decisions. Instead, the new body of law creates numerous unanswered questions that must await future judicial interpretation before parties can safely use the law to evaluate behavior and plan conduct accordingly.
The preferable approach in applying the existing law to new situations, such as those created by technological innovation, is to focus on the underlying fundamental policy considerations that form the basic presumptions upon which a particular rule of law or body of law is based. If those considerations are furthered by applying the existing rules of law to the new situation, then it makes sense to utilize such existing law. Conversely, if the considerations are not furthered by application of the existing rules of law, then application of such law is inappropriate to the situation. Then, and only then, is it proper to either utilize a different rule of law or to create a new rule of law because it is mandated by the uniqueness of the dispute. This approach maximizes the best qualities of our legal system by allowing the law to accommodate new situations without discarding existing rules of law. Likewise, it produces more equitable results since the focus is on the underlying policy which provides the rationale for the existence of a rule of law, rather than merely focusing on application of a rule of law in a vacuum. 94 Typically, every rule of law is based on at least two, and often several, underlying considerations. These competing considerations can also be expressed in the form of a bi-polar, or in some cases, a multi-polar continuum. The resolution of a legal dispute can therefore be viewed as the evaluation of a multi-layer, bi-polar, or multi-polar continuum.
E. Examples of the Controlling Nature of Underlying Policies
Vicarious Liability
The employment requirement of vicarious liability provides an example of a multi-layer, bi-polar continuum. Tortious liability for the actions of a worker in the scope of her employment can be imputed to the employer, despite a lack of employer culpability, if the worker is in an employer-employee relationship. 95 The common law test for determining an employer-employee relationship is the "right to control test." 96 Under this test, the worker is considered to be in an employer-employee relationship if the employer has the right to control the physical actions of the worker in the performance of the worker's conduct on behalf of the employer.
This right to control test exemplifies a bi-polar continuum. At one pole is the employer-employee relationship represented by total control of all aspects of the worker's conduct. At the other pole is a non-employer-employee relationship represented by the absence of control over any aspects of the worker's conduct. Typically, most relationships between employers and workers fall along the continuum between the two poles. Nevertheless, the law requires, for purposes of vicarious liability, that the worker's status be determined to be either an employer-employee or a non-employer-employee relationship. In determining where on the continuum the relationship is located, a judicial tribunal evaluates various objective factors that establish the degree and type of control the employer has over the worker. 98 This analysis merely represents one layer of the continuums to be evaluated. The underlying purposes of vicarious liability must also be considered. These purposes include a deliberate allocation of risk to spur accident prevention, an assurance of compensation for injured third parties (also called the "deep pocket" justification), and a distribution of loss to the beneficiaries of the business enterprise employing the worker who committed the tortious conduct that injured a third party (also called the "risk spreading" justification). 99 Each of these three underlying purposes also represents a bi-polar continuum. At the first pole of the accident prevention continuum is the conclusion that an enterprise will take steps to prevent a repeat of the worker's conduct that injured a third party to avoid future imputed liability under the doctrine of vicarious liability. At the second pole of the continuum is the conclusion that imputed liability will not spur the employer to take any action to prevent similar consequences from a worker's conduct. If the court perceives that the first pole is present, it will support the application of vicarious liability. But if the second pole is applicable, its presence militates against vicarious liability.
The first pole of the deep pocket continuum is represented by an enterprise that has adequate assets to compensate the third party injured by the enterprise's worker without such payment of compensation having an adverse impact on the enterprise. This pole favors invoking vicarious liability. The opposite pole of this continuum is represented by an enterprise that lacks the assets or the ability to acquire the assets to compensate the injured third party. This pole favors finding vicarious liability inapplicable to the enterprise.
The risk spreading continuum has one pole that is represented by an enterprise that has the ability to distribute the cost of compensation paid to an injured third party among numerous customers of the enterprise. Typically, such an enterprise would be a large enterprise with many customers where marginal cost increases to customers would not have an adverse effect on sales. Because of the number of customers, adequate revenue to fund the third party compensation would be raised. This pole of the continuum would favor applying vicarious liability. The other pole of the continuum would be represented by an enterprise that cannot raise prices due to limited customers, or due to price sensitivity of the particular market. Also, an enterprise that does not sell its product or services to customers would fall on this side of the continuum because it would be impossible to distribute the cost of compensating the injured third party. This pole of the continuum would militate against imposing vicarious liability.
Finally, the underlying equity/predictability bi-polar continuum is also relevant to determine whether vicarious liability will apply in a given situation. However, it should be recognized that this continuum is often implicit in the specific continuums applicable in a specific area of law. For example, the right to control test used in vicarious liability provides predictability. 100 Employers know that by exerting control over their workers they are assuming the risk of the worker's tortious conduct being imputed to them via vicarious liability. This allows an enterprise to plan behavior accordingly. For example, many employers train workers in an effort to minimize tortious conduct. Additionally, employers typically purchase adequate insurance to limit financial exposure due to imputed liability. In contrast, some enterprises minimize their control over workers which prevents imputed liability via vicarious liability. 101 This practice is commonly used in the construction and home improvement industries via the widespread use of sub-contractors.
12 of 31 The equity end of the continuum is implicit in the accident prevention, deep pocket, and risk spreading continuums discussed above. For example, it may be inequitable to impute liability to a non-culpable employer if the enterprise cannot absorb the liability without significant adverse effects. Additionally, it may be inequitable to impute liability if the enterprise is unable to pass the cost along to the beneficiaries of the enterprise.
This multi-layer, bi-polar continuum approach to legal analysis is rarely expressed explicitly by a judicial decision. Nevertheless, it is implicit in many decisions. The apparent inconsistencies among judicial decisions purporting to apply the identical rule of law are traceable to this continuum analysis. The right to control test, previously discussed, is the generally accepted test for determining the existence of an employer-employee relationship. A mere examination of the existence and degree of employer control in a vicarious liability situation, however, is insufficient to rationalize the cases dealing with this issue. At this level many of the cases appear inconsistent. 102 A different conclusion, however, can be drawn if the underlying considerations of equity, predictability, accident prevention, the existence of a deep pocket, the ability to spread the risk, and any additional policy considerations that relate to the specific facts at issue are evaluated. Consideration of these factors typically results in an apparent inconsistent body of cases falling into a consistent and predictable pattern. 
Covenants-Not-to-Compete
Employee "covenants-not-to-compete" exemplify a multi-layer continuum. Such covenants are contractual in nature. Therefore, they must meet the requirements of a valid contract. 104 Unlike an ordinary contract, however, covenants must also be reasonable to be enforceable as written. 105 Normally, the reasonableness of a contract is not an issue. A contract supported by a valid offer, acceptance, and consideration is enforceable. 106 Each contracting party freely agreed to the contract after evaluating whether it was beneficial to her. It would be presumptuous of a court to second-guess their agreement. 107 This position represents the general underlying policy of freedom of contract. More specifically, such freedom of contract can be viewed from an economic perspective. In a competitive free-market system, things do not have intrinsic value. Instead, the marketplace provides the valuation medium. Therefore, the price a party freely agrees to pay for something is the market value. Any judicial examination of whether the agreed-upon price was reasonable is inconsistent with the underlying policy of utilizing the marketplace as the valuation mechanism.
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Nevertheless, some freely-agreed-to bargains are manifestly unfair. To recognize this possibility, contract law developed the concept of "unconscionable" contracts. 109 This concept allows a court to decline to enforce grossly unfair contracts. Nevertheless, it is infrequently invoked by courts because allowing parties to freely bargain in a competitive free-market economy is an important policy. 110 Consequently, both the bargaining process (procedural unconscionability) and the actual bargain (substantive unconscionability) must render a bargain manifestly unfair before a court will find a contract unconscionable. Covenants-not-to-compete, unlike contracts in general, pose some potential problems. First, they can potentially interfere with the ability of an employee to earn a livelihood and to freely pursue new employment opportunities. 112 For example, assume Molly, a computer consultant employed by Acme
Consulting, a national firm, is prohibited from competing with Acme for one year after terminating her employment. If Molly leaves Acme she will be unable to earn a livelihood as a computer consultant in the United States for one year since Acme is a national firm. Molly could work in another field for one year. However, in our highly specialized society, Molly would be unable to earn an income equal to what she previously earned working for Acme unless she works in the same field. 113 Her options would be to remain at Acme, seek alternate lower paying employment for one year, or seek retraining in a new field. Seeking 13 of 31 alternate employment could have permanent career costs. A one year employment gap could limit future employment opportunities for Molly since many employers find employment gaps problematic. Retraining would also involve an investment of time plus the monetary costs of tuition and lost salary for the time Molly spends in school.
Despite the effects of a covenant-not-to-compete on employees, these agreements are necessary in employment situations to protect the interests of employers. Molly, in the course of her employment, may learn Acme's trade secrets or other confidential information. Additionally, Acme may provide Molly with specialized training. Molly may also develop important business contacts in the scope of her employment, which could benefit a competitor who hires her. 114 Such employer concerns are heightened today in light of employee mobility, the rapid growth of service businesses, and an enterprise's growing dependence on technology.
Covenants-not-to-compete, by their very nature, are anticompetitive. 115 By restricting the ability of employees to freely change jobs, the available pool of talented employees is limited. This limitation can adversely effect the ability to compete in the marketplace. For example, assume Northern Freeze is one of five purveyors of fast food in a local market area. All of the fast food restaurants have difficulty finding adequate numbers of part-time employees to work as cashiers. Almost all cashiers are college students who are in dire need of funding to afford tuition and monthly room and board expenses. Northern Freeze decides to pay its cashiers an additional fifty cents per hour above the market rate if they sign an agreement that they will not work for a local competitor for one year after ending their employment. If Lenny, a college student, freely executes this agreement, he is bargaining to receive extra pay in return for restricting his ability to work for one of the other four competitors. From Lenny's perspective, this decision benefits him since virtually no other part-time employment exists in the area. In light of the limited labor pool, however, Northern Freeze may have an advantage over its competitors. The college student employees are wedded to continued employment at Northern Freeze since it is unlikely that they could afford to stop working for a year. The result is that the available pool of employees for competitors of Northern Freeze is limited. Even if the four competitors decide to challenge Northern Freeze's policy by paying higher wages, Lenny and other Northern Freeze employees will not be immediately available. The decreased size of the labor pool puts additional pressure on the competitors to pay even higher wages. The ability of the five enterprises to freely compete by providing different benefits to all members of the available labor pool is interfered with by making a portion of the labor pool temporarily unavailable. Maintaining competition is a necessary ingredient of our economic system; consequently, covenants-not-to-compete can be injurious to the public by interfering with competition.
In light of the above concerns, courts have found that the policy of freedom of contract is not properly balanced by unconscionability when a covenant-not-to-compete is involved. Therefore, an additional counter-balance is needed. The counter-balance is provided by subjecting covenants to a reasonableness test.
In determining what is reasonable, the Goddess of Justice that hovers over the American court house with scale in hand has a delicate job of weighing; and it is a three-not a two-pan scale for she must balance the conflicting interests of employer, employee and public. Hers is the tedious task of reconciling the head-on clash of various, very basic policies, namely: freedom of contract, freedom of trade, sanctity of contract, individual liberty, protection of business, right to work, making of training available to employee, earning a livelihood for one's self and family, utilization of one's skill and talent, continued productivity, betterment of one's status, avoidance of one's becoming a public charge, encouragement of competition and discouragement of monopoly. 116 The reasonableness test can be summarized as follows: (1) "Is the restraint reasonable in the sense that it is no greater than necessary to protect the employer in some legitimate interest?" 117 (employer interest); (2) "Is 14 of 31 the restraint reasonable in the sense that it is not unduly harsh and oppressive on employee?" 118 (employee interest); and (3) "Is the restraint reasonable in the sense that it is not injurious to the public?" 119 (public interest).
The reasonableness test of a covenant-not-to-compete represents a three level, bi-polar continuum that determines whether such a covenant is enforceable. The "employer interest" can be viewed as a continuum (the employer continuum). At one pole of the continuum is very valuable information utilized by an employer to maintain a competitive advantage in the marketplace. For example, important trade secrets that resulted from substantial investments of time and capital may be critical to the survival of a business enterprise in a highly competitive industry. Therefore, if an employer has critical interests needed to maintain competitiveness, or even marketplace survival, a covenant-not-to-compete appears reasonable and therefore enforceable. 120 The other pole of the employer continuum represents the absence of a critical employer interest that needs protection. This end of the continuum supports finding a covenant unreasonable, and therefore, unenforceable as written.
If the employer continuum supports upholding a covenant-not-to-compete, the "employee interest" must be evaluated within the context of a continuum. One end is represented by a covenant-not-to-compete which impedes the ability of an employee to find gainful employment. If the covenant falls at this end of the continuum it suggests that the covenant is unreasonable and therefore should be unenforceable. The other end of the continuum is represented by a covenant which has little effect on the ability of the employee to find gainful employment in the same or similar field at a comparable compensation level. This pole of the continuum strongly supports finding the covenant reasonable and consequently enforceable.
Finally, if the employer interest supports enforcing a covenant-not-to-compete, the effect of the covenant on the public must be examined. The "public interest" can likewise be viewed as a continuum (public interest continuum). One pole of the continuum represents a covenant-not-to-compete that is injurious to marketplace competition. This end suggests finding the covenant unenforceable because it is unreasonable. The other end of the public interest continuum represents a covenant which has little or no effect on the marketplace. This end of the continuum supports enforcing the covenant as reasonable.
The importance of protecting an employee's ability to obtain meaningful employment is a strong underlying policy. Hence, long term employee covenants-not-to-compete are rarely upheld. In contrast, very long term covenants-not-to-compete, coupled with the sale of a business enterprise, are often upheld as both reasonable and enforceable. 121 This difference, despite application of an analogous reasonableness test, is a response to different weights attached to the underlying policies of such covenants in different situations. In the sale of the business, a covenant-not-to-compete is critical to the success of the enterprise for its new owner. Absent such a covenant, the business seller could establish an enterprise to compete with the one sold immediately after consummation of the sale, thus significantly undermining the value of the enterprise just sold. Arguably, such a result would be inequitable to a business buyer since the seller who was already paid for the business might be able to recapture her old customers by quickly establishing a new enterprise in the same location as the business that was just sold. 122 Additionally, such action, which is inherently anticompetitive, could reduce the marketability of business enterprises. Consequently, these factors make the ability of the business seller to gain meaningful employment after the sale of the enterprise less important than the impact of covenants-not-to-compete on employees who wish to find alternate employment.
IV. Examination of Underlying Policies to Predict Future Direction of the Law: The Right of Publicity--A Case Study
The right of publicity is a relatively new cause of action. 123 It recognizes the economic value that attaches to the public status or reputation of a well known celebrity. 124 Increasingly, such reputational value enables 15 of 31 celebrities to gain financially by allowing their names or likenesses to be associated with specific products or services. The widespread use of mass media, such as television, radio, and print publications, permits such celebrity affiliation to reach many members of society. The effect is increased sales, the extent of which can be dramatic; as a result, some celebrities, ironically, earn substantially more for commercial endorsements then they do for the activities which made them celebrities. 125 Existing trademark and unfair competition law allows a celebrity to bring an action against someone who, without authority, engages in conduct which would indicate that the celebrity endorsed or approved of her affiliation with certain products or services. The basic legal test is whether the conduct would result in a likelihood of confusion for typical customers. 126 Absent confusion, a trademark or unfair competition action will fail. Nevertheless, the same facts could support a common law right of publicity action despite an absence of even a likelihood of confusion. 127 The different treatment of such actions is attributable to the underlying policy justifications for each action. Trademark and unfair competition laws are designed to regulate commercial and business conduct. 128 Preventing consumer confusion is a primary goal. 129 Additionally, protecting the reputation of a commercial enterprise, and thereby protecting future investment in the business, is important. 130 However, protecting this investment is typically also based on a consumer confusion analysis. 131 A property interest per se in a trademark is not recognized. Rather the interest protected is the mental association in the minds of the consuming public between the trademark and a particular product or service. 132 Consequently, a valuable trademark which registers a strong mental association with consumers with regard to a specific product or service is legally protectable. However, if that mental association dissipates, the trademark is no longer legally protectable. 133 The right of publicity is based on a property theory. 134 Hence, unauthorized utilization of a celebrity's name or likeness as well as anything that conjures up an association with that celebrity is actionable under a right of publicity theory even if a consumer did not believe the celebrity endorsed the product or commercial enterprise. 135 Reliance on an underlying property theory supports the current expansive judicial application of this action. 136 Arguably, an underlying aspect of a property based theory is that the property owner acquires limited monopoly rights in the property. Most third party uses of the property are unlawful unless the owner has granted the third party the right to utilize the property.
It can be argued, however, that any rights in celebrity status should be treated like other intellectual property rights. 137 An underlying goal of intellectual property law is achieving a public benefit. Therefore, the law typically only grants property protection to intellectual property if the public benefits from bestowing such status. 138 Additionally, such property status is typically limited. 139 The goal is to only provide enough incentive to inspire creativity which ultimately benefits the public. Consequently, intellectual property protection pursuant to patent and copyright law is time limited. 140 Intellectual property protected by trademark law exists only as long as a mental association exists between the trademark and a particular product or service associated with the trademark. 141 Trademark rights, pursuant to an infringement action, can only be asserted against a third party whose actions result in a likelihood of consumer confusion.
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These limitations are deemed acceptable by the law since they do not provide a disincentive to creativity.
If the underlying policies of intellectual property protection are applied to the status of a celebrity, the scope of protection may be more limited than what is currently provided by the right of publicity. The first question in these cases is whether the minimum protection needed to spur individuals to create a public persona exists. Great scientific discoveries that may change the face of the world are only capable of twenty years of protection via patent law. 143 Nevertheless, significant sums of money are devoted to research and 16 of 31 development by United States' companies. 144 Is it reasonable to assume that individuals will not engage in conduct that makes them a public persona absent legal protection for that persona via the right of publicity? Arguably, the right of publicity has no effect on spurring individuals to achieve celebrity status. Such status alone provides adequate financial rewards. 145 The right of publicity merely maximizes or enhances the potential financial gain associated with being a celebrity. Unauthorized affiliation of a celebrity with a commercial endeavor is already protected, via unfair competition or trademark law, when such affiliation would confuse consumers. Consequently, the future expansion of the right of publicity depends upon whether the law will continue to rely exclusively on an underlying property theory as the policy reason for such a cause of action. In contrast, if the underlying policies of intellectual property are applied, the scope of the right of publicity will decrease.
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V. Conclusion
Law is defined differently by various categories of people. Members of the public tend to view law as a set of rules which are clear and ascertainable. Legal academics often think of rules of law as guidelines for resolving disputes. Underlying policy considerations are highly relevant in the determination of whether a rule is applicable to a specific factual dispute. Practicing attorneys focus on advancing arguments to further a client's position. These arguments rely on factual distinctions and/or policy considerations depending upon what best serves a client's interests. Judges, unlike attorneys, must steer a path among competing arguments to reach a resolution in a dispute. Trial courts pay attention to witness demeanor and the inferences raised by demonstrative evidence. On the other hand, appellate tribunals rely on written records only. Therefore, they have a heightened concern for underlying policy considerations.
At its rudimentary level law regulates conduct. Depending on the society involved this concern may be used either to shape new conduct or to reinforce existing conduct. United States' law generally reinforces existing conduct by developing rules that are consistent with societal norms and reflective of the collective morality of society. To a limited extent United States' law is aspirational in nature when it is used as a mechanism for changing the norms of society. Such attempts to alter norms often produce societal conflict.
Legal complexity exists because the underlying policies of the law are often numerous and inconsistent. Law attempts to be uniform to enhance predictability. This goal facilitates compliance with legal rules. However, law also seeks equitable resolution of disputes. These twin goals are inherently in conflict. Numerous other policies, specific to a particular area of law, are also relevant. Different regions of the country weigh underlying policies differently. Society evolves over time so different considerations become important. Individual decision makers assign different weight to the same policies based on upbringing, biases, and other formative factors that define the decision maker as a person. Ultimately, balancing of these competing policies provides the basis for dispute resolution. The relative importance of particular policies determines the scope and direction of an area of law.
FOOTNOTES
1. Any definition of law is intertwined with the basic question of whether we need law or a legal system. 2. Many people dislike lawyers because they perceive that lawyers fail to do their jobs. Instead of revealing or finding the applicable rule, an attorney must often tell a client that the law is unclear and the resolution of their dispute could be decided in a variety of ways by a court. To many people, such legal advice is viewed as worthless since it fails to reveal how the law would resolve the dispute. Further, they believe it demeans the value of law because it fosters the idea that law is unresolved and unclear. Worse yet, it leads some persons to believe that the law is "dishonest" and subject to manipulation by the deepest pocket. After all, the thinking goes, if law is unclear, then a dispute can be decided either way without being wrongly decided. This approach to law invites outside influences to be exerted on the decision maker because she is insulated from being charged with dishonesty, since whatever decision is reached is correct. 5. It should be noted, however, that some law professors resort to predominantly teaching via lecture. This methodology reflects a less policy-oriented approach to law that is closer to a layperson's view of law than to the view shared by many legal academics. Even if such lecture-oriented teachers fail to agree with this assessment, the implicit message communicated to their students is that they have been given the "law" in the form of rules coupled with examples of how the rules are applied. Consequently, such students have a higher than normal tendency to view a legal cause of action as a set of prima facie elements which the facts either satisfy or fail to satisfy. They view the question of whether the elements are met as a factual question devoid of any underlying policy considerations that could influence a court to interpret the elements and the facts either broadly or narrowly. See Richard B. Cappalli, The Disappearance of Legal Method, 70 Temp. L. Rev. 393, 393-98 (1997) (decrying the failure to teach legal method generally in law schools today which results in over reliance on rules rather than understanding complexities of law).
6. See Model Rules of Professional Conduct Rule 1.3 (1998).
7. I can recall sitting in on a non-jury trial for a petty criminal offense in a local courthouse. The defendant's attorney raised a Fourth Amendment argument. The judge informed the attorney that such arguments were irrelevant in his court; they were for the appellate court. Perhaps this is an extreme example, but to some extent this often typifies trial court decision making. 8. For example, in a municipal court landlord-tenant dispute where three witnesses provided conflicting testimony, the judge, using credibility assessment and other surrounding facts, gave significant weight to testimony of one tenant, little weight to testimony of the other tenant, and only a modicum of weight to the landlord's testimony. 12. An example of an illogical belief structure is the general societal acceptance of alcohol use but the lack of acceptance of the use of marijuana. Both products have the potential to adversely affect the health of users, so logic would suggest either legalizing both products or outlawing both products. Likewise, the general American notions of individual autonomy and freedom of choice seem at odds with recent societal opposition to smoking. This societal opposition is evidenced by the number of ordinances prohibiting smoking in many public areas combined with the number of private companies and organizations that unilaterally prohibit smoking on their premises. Recently, the university where I teach declared that smoking would no longer be allowed in any buildings on campus. The unilateral nature in which the new rule was promulgated, plus the total lack of any opposition to the new rule, strongly suggests that this rule is in conformance with general societal views. 
